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OPINION: What plot lurks behind the Dutch Farmers
protest?
An introduction to the "Tri-State City."

Mordor
Jul 27

Tri-State City proposal map

By now, no doubt you have seen countless videos of Dutch Farmers protesting against
national government policies intended to destroy the Farmers livelihoods by way of
numerous agricultural restrictions. These are frequently described as limitations on
emissions — primarily designed to restrict Nitrogen usage or Carbon output. This type
of regulation would decimate the ability of Dutch Farmers to produce and export
agricultural goods. Perhaps machinery like tractors would become too costly to
operate, or the farmers livestock would have to be killed. As with all machinations lately
— there is in fact a hidden agenda at play behind the scenes. Behind these restrictions
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lies an opportunity for the Dutch government to conduct a massive land grab. Further
behind this land grab is a longer-term plan to urbanize and standardize the business and
marketing plans of all major Dutch cities into a single unified “network” of cities.
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The following article from October 30th, 2017 explains the intent of the Tristate City
more clearly. Interesting to note is that the population of the Netherlands is
approximately 17,000,000 — yet the article references a “regional” population of
30,000,000 — which makes this a supranational (cross-borders) project. Which borders
exactly? We’re getting to that…

Dutch investors launch new marketing programme for NL: Tristate City

A group of institutional investors in the Netherlands have joined forces to present the
Netherlands plus parts of Belgium and Germany as a single city network named
Tristate City.

The project, backed by Dutch employers organisation VNO-NCW, says the region’s
population of 30 million people creates a ‘sustainable urban power house’. The
project’s supporters include property developers and pension funds as well as
Utrecht’s economic board.

Dutch cities, the organisation says, are too small to compete in what it calls the
‘battle of the cities’, in which mega cities compete for investment and talent. 

By treating the Netherlands as an urbanised delta with 17 million inhabitants, the
project’s supporters say that are creating a very strong player in this ‘battle of the
titans.’
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Thanks to reporting done by Michael Yon on the ground in the Netherlands alongside the
Dutch Farmers — now we know that this proposed mega-region includes the following
countries:

Belgium. Germany. Netherlands.

The entirety of the Netherlands as well as the following cities are likely to be a part of
this sprawling mega-project:

Cologne, Germany

Brussels, Belgium (Headquarters of NATO)

Micheal Yon reports that:

“This is actually meant to be the future Capitol of the world.”

In summation — behind the proposed agricultural restrictions lies a supranational plot
to create a massive regional and global economic powerhouse.

Watch the video below for more information on this topic.

Michael Yon: Farmers Continue Their Uprising
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2 more comments…

Jul 28Joan Corr Hayes

WEF and their acolytes appear to think they can do what they like, we need to prove they
can't!
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Jul 27HopeLB

And there a similar tri-state planned in Canada? 🤔Or are WEF-ers, such as “empathic” New
Zealand’s pm, Canada’s Trudeau, etc. engaging in a behind the scenes competition to prove
they are all in?

Will the WEF leaders who cull their populations the most reap the greatest rewards? Such as
for instance ownership of national parks/palaces/monuments?
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